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Abstract. While ADOxx is a popular platform for the creation and use
of enterprise modeling languages, it provides only limited support for
a well-formedness check of created enterprise models. In this paper, we
propose to complement the meta modeling platform ADOxx with Alloy,
which natively provides extensive model checking capabilities, so as to
enable a well-formedness check of enterprise models created in ADOxx.
Using the e3value modeling language as a point of departure, we par-
ticularly provide (a) a partial ADOxx implementation of e3value, (b) a
proof-of-concept XML2Alloy parser, which allows for converting e3value
models created in ADOxx into Alloy format, so that (c) e3value well-
formedness constraints stated in Alloy can be used to check the valid-
ity of an e3value model with the Alloy Evaluator. Beyond the specific
proof-of-concept, we also discuss further possibilities of using ADOxx in
conjunction with Alloy, particularly in checking the soundness of meta
models underlying an enterprise modeling language.

Keywords: meta modeling platforms ·ADOxx ·Alloy ·Well-formedness

1 Introduction

Meta modeling platforms are an important stepping stone for the development,
use, and dissemination of enterprise modeling methods [9, 10], by supporting
the development of modeling environments, the creation of machine-readable
models amenable to computer-supported analysis, offering querying capabilities,
and more [9, 26, 10, 8].

There exist a wide variety of meta modeling platforms, with each having
its own strengths and weaknesses, such as, e.g., Eclipse EMF [25], Visual Stu-
dio DSL Tools [6], MetaEdit+ [26], and ADOxx [9]. In this paper we focus on
ADOxx. The reasons for this include that: it is also3 widely used for implement-
ing enterprise modeling (EM) languages, e.g., [3, 4, 24]; it is an openly available

3 ADOxx has been used (1) by business to realize various products, e.g., ADONIS,
(2) by researchers/academia, cf. the Open Models community at OMiLAB [5], as
well as (3) in various European research projects, cf. [7].
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modeling platform, which makes it easier to share development efforts [3]; and
in our experience, at least for a basic implementation, it requires a minimum of
coding for language development.

As we detail further in Section 2.1, ADOxx [9] provides a powerful means for
the development and use of enterprise modeling languages. However at the same
time, ADOxx provides only a limited means for ensuring well-formedness, both
in terms of created enterprise models, as well as meta models underlying their
creation. In particular, ADOxx natively lacks well-formedness check mechanisms,
as a result requiring workarounds either in terms of (1) having to manually check
query results, or (2) an automated check at the expense of a notable amount
of additional syntax, e.g., event handlers, defining notifications, commands for
query evaluation combined with escape characters to cope with quotes (”) in the
query, and more.

As a response, as also remarked by [18], it would be sensible to comple-
ment ADOxx with an instrument with dedicated model checking capabilities.
Alloy [16] is a notable candidate in this regard. It is both a formal language
for specifying complex structures, constraints, and model behavior, as well as
an analyzer for automatically checking properties of models or simulating the
execution of models.

The purpose of this paper is to show how Alloy complements ADOxx in terms
of well-formedness checks of enterprise models. Using a partial implementation
of the enterprise modeling language e3value, we firstly show the workarounds
required by ADOxx to implement well-formedness checks. Afterwards, we dis-
cuss how to leverage Alloy to perform well-formedness checks on models via
an XML2Alloy parser. Here, we focus on the native model checking capabili-
ties of Alloy, which allows one to declare in a concise manner any constraints
and evaluate models against these. This is opposed to an automated check in
ADOxx which, as stated, requires a considerable amount of additional syntax.
Hence, this makes constraint checking with ADOxx time consuming and ar-
guably error-prone.

This paper is a first step in a larger research project which aims at capitaliz-
ing on the complementary strengths of two respective meta modeling platforms:
ADOxx, for creating and using enterprise models, and Alloy, for model checking
capabilities. While in this paper we focus on showing the well-formedness check
of models, of more general interest in our larger project are Alloy’s capabilities to
validate meta model specifications. Especially Alloy offers instance generation
capabilities, which allows for the detection of abnormal instances, and subse-
quent adjustment of the meta model. We envision that, for implementing an
enterprise modeling language for which formal validation is important – be it for
a profitability analysis like with e3value, or for a workload analysis on formal-
ized enterprise architecture models like in [23, pp. 189-220] – such an integration
allows for an attractive enterprise modeling language development workflow: on
the one hand, to use the comprehensive features of ADOxx for enterprise model-
ing language development and use; on the other hand, to use Alloy for ensuring
a consistent abstract syntax and formal semantics of the language.
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Fig. 1: An excerpt of the meta meta model as used by ADOxx Development
Toolkit [9]

Please note that the idea for complementing ADOxx with additional tools/
platforms is not new. ADOxx has been coupled to GraphDB [21], to allow among
others for semantic graph-based reasoning. Also, a relation of ADOxx to Con-
ceptBase has been proposed [18], which, similar to our proposed integration with
Alloy, allows for constraint checking of models created in ADOxx (for a further
discussion, see Section 4 and Section 5).

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce ADOxx and
Alloy, with a focus on their respective capabilities. Subsequently, using a par-
tial implementation of the value modeling language e3value, Section 3 shows
the workarounds needed to check well-formedness in ADOxx, and shows, after
transformation by means of an XML2Alloy parser, how Alloy can check the well-
formedness of models created in ADOxx. Section 4 discusses related work, while
Section 5 concludes the paper with final remarks.

2 Background: ADOxx and Alloy for EM tool
development

2.1 ADOxx: DSML development and use

ADOxx consists of two environments for developing, using, and disseminating en-
terprise modeling languages: the ADOxx Development Toolkit, which is used to
implement a language specification (at the M2 level); and the ADOxx Modelling
Toolkit, which is dedicated to modeling (at the M1 level), and which provides
further model analysis and export facilities [9, pp. 6—7].

In implementing a language specification with the ADOxx Development
Toolkit, a language designer or developer needs to, for a given language, firstly
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define the abstract syntax by mapping meta model elements to the concepts from
the ADOxx meta meta model, cf. Figure 1. For one, classes and associations (in
UML parlance) would in ADOxx be translated to classes, respectively relation-
classes.4 In addition by using ADOScript, ADOxx’s scripting language [9, p. 15],
the language designer can define a concrete syntax. Furthermore, the ADOxx
development toolkit offers model types, which group classes and relationclasses
for instantiation purposes. A language designer can capitalize on such grouping
to, e.g., on the basis of one large language specification create different diagrams
with different subsets of language elements. Finally, if of interest, the ADOxx
Development Toolkit can be used to implement additional functionality, such
as the possibility to pre-define queries to be executed on models created in the
ADOxx Modeling Toolkit.

Subsequently, the ADOxx Modelling Toolkit is dedicated to language use.
As such, it allows for creating models with the language specification defined in
the ADOxx Development Toolkit. Additionally, the Modeling Toolkit also offers
several possibilities of analysis on the created models. A prominent feature is the
possibility to query models by means of the proprietary query language AQL.
Also, the ADOxx Modeling Toolkit allows for an XML export of created models.
This is especially important for interoperation with other tooling environments
like, for this paper, Alloy.

As hinted by the above discussion, ADOxx provides a comprehensive variety
of means for specifying and using enterprise modeling languages. However, as
stated in the introduction, ADOxx is natively limited when it comes to model
checking and simulation capabilities. Prominently of interest to this paper, this
concerns the possibility to check for the well-formedness of enterprise models. As
we concretely show in Section 3, ADOxx offers two possibilities: (1) queries, po-
tentially pre-defined,5 formulated using the query language AQL. Such queries
may be used to check, among others, values of attributes, coherence of ele-
ments, the compliance with pre-defined rules and restrictions; (2) combining
AQL queries with ADOScript. In this case, by combining ADOScript features,
like, e.g., event handling and control structures, with querying capabilities, one
can automate a well-formed check.

However, neither of the two possibilities is ideal. In the case of (pre-defined)
queries, one has to check well-formedness partially manually, based upon the
results of the queries. In addition, formulating consistency checking queries may
be difficult, especially for inexperienced users. In the case of combining queries
with ADOScript scripting functionalities, one has to introduce workarounds (like
event handlers, or escape characters in queries, cf. also Section 3), which have
little to do with the constraint checking per se. Thus, one essentially introduces
accidental complexity, meaning added complexity due to the characteristics of

4 Please note that UML does not fully match the ADOxx meta meta model. For
example, UML roles do not have a clear counterpart in ADOxx. As such their im-
plementation requires a workaround.

5 AQL queries can be ad hoc formulated by a user, or pre-defined by a meta model
developer in the Development Toolkit.
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the chosen solution rather than characteristics of the underlying problem to
be addressed [2]. This accidental complexity at least makes implementing an
automated constraint check into ADOxx more time-consuming. Arguably, the
added syntax also makes introducing constraints more error-prone.

As ADOxx offers the possibility to import and export models in a generic
XML format, third-party components, e.g., external inference or reasoning tools,
can be coupled with ADOxx to provide complementing functionalities [5]. As a
response to the shortcomings of ADOxx mentioned above, we argue that Al-
loy, with its native support for model checking, provides a nice complement to
ADOxx in terms of well-formedness checks.

2.2 Alloy: model checking and simulation

Alloy [16], is both a formal language for specifying complex structures, con-
straints, and behaviors of models, and an analyzer for automatically checking
properties of models or simulating the execution of models. The Alloy specifica-
tion language is based on first-order relational logic. An Alloy model specified
in the Alloy language mainly consists of a set of signatures, declared with the
keyword sig. Signatures in Alloy are similar to ADOxx classes. A signature may
have zero or many fields, separated by comma. A field defines a relation between
the instances of the containing signature and the instances of another signature.6

Possible instances of an Alloy model, i.e., by populating the signatures and re-
lations, can be controlled by expressing constraints, in two ways: (1) through
multiplicity constraints given in signature definitions; (2) by defining facts that
express constraints in terms of logical formulae. If a fact only concerns a single
signature, it can be declared right after the signature in the form of a block
of logic formulae. This is called a signature fact. A signature fact is implicitly
universally quantified over the set of instances of the signature, and the logic
formulae in the block are joined with logical conjunction.

The Alloy Analyzer generates instances of an Alloy model using a boolean
SAT solver [27]. To cope with both finite and infinite Alloy models, the Alloy
Analyzer works only within limited scopes relying on the small scope hypothesis,
namely “a high proportion of bugs can be found by testing a program for all
test inputs within some small scope” [1]. In other words, if there is an instance
(or a counter example) of an Alloy model, there is one of small size.

Instances of an Alloy model can be further inspected for additional well-
formedness constraints, by expressing them in terms of Alloy logical fomulae
and evaluating the formulae on the instances using the functionality Alloy Eval-
uator, offered by the Alloy Analyzer [27]. Checking of well-formedness constraints
on an instance in Alloy is fully automated. In contrast, the AQL based solution
presented in Section 2.1 demands human intervention. Moreover, Alloy supports
a full-fledged first-order relational logic, yet adopts an intuitive and succinct

6 Fields in Alloy can define relations of any arity, not only just binary ones as in the
case of ADOxx. In this paper, we introduce only the part of Alloy that is relevant
for this work.
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Fig. 2: An example e3value model

syntax for expressing formulae in the logic. Compared to the AQL and ADO-
Script solution offered by ADOxx (cf. Section 2.1), expressing well-formedness
constraints in Alloy is much more simplified and efficient, as we will demonstrate
with the e3value example in Section 3.

3 Case: Well-Formed Value Models

Now we show how specifically ADOxx can be used in conjunction with Alloy to
allow for a well-formedness check of enterprise models. As an example, we focus
on checking the well-formedness of models created with the enterprise modeling
language e3value, which comes equipped with a set of constraints.

3.1 Value modeling with e3value

The value modeling language e3value [15] focuses on designing and analyzing
value networks. Originally developed for supporting a business case analysis of
e-business ideas, e3value is commonly used to provide answers to questions like:
what are the actors involved in a value network? what do they provide of value
and ask in return?

Figure 2 shows a simplified value model for a scenario in the electricity do-
main, which is loosely inspired by [14]. The scenario concerns a value exchange
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Fig. 3: A segment of the e3value formal ontology, implemented into ADOxx,
cf [13, p.48]

between two actors: a Distributed Systems Operator (DSO), and a Local Pro-
ducer of Electricity (Local Producer), whereby the DSO offers the value ob-
ject Metering to the Local Producer, and receives in return the value object
Metering Fee. Further, although less relevant for our purposes, the value ex-
change is triggered by the need: a Need for Monitoring, on the part of the Local

Producer to produce the value object Metering, while the DSO executes the
value activity Provide Metering.

In this paper, we focus on a partial implementation of e3value only. More
specifically, we implemented a segment of the e3value formal ontology as shown
in Figure 3. From this segment it can be observed that we focus on the meta
types Value Exchange, Value Port, and Value Object, and the associations
among them. For the electricity scenario presented above, an instantiation of
this segment (highlighted in Figure 2 with a red circle) could show, how a given
value exchange connects two value ports: one in, and one out, and that to each
of the ports from the value exchange, there is a value object attached, namely
Metering. Moreover, we include one well-formedness constraint relevant to the
selected segment. In particular, this constraint, expressed in Listing 3.1, ex-
presses that for a given value exchange, the value object attached to the in-port
needs to the same as the value object of the out-port. Returning to our electric-
ity scenario, this constraint could for example check that, for our example value
exchange, the same value object Metering is attached to both its in port and
its out port.

Listing 3.1: The implemented constraint, which for a given value exchange en-
sures the consistency of the exchanged value object

context value -exchange inv:
self.has -in.value -port.offers -requests.value -object =
self.has -out.value -port.offers -requests.value -object

Note here that we provide only a partial implementation, since our case is
meant as a proof-of-concept of the complementarity of ADOxx and Alloy. As
such, a full implementation is beyond our scope.
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3.2 Implementation of the e3value segment in ADOxx

Using the ADOxx Modeling Toolkit, we implemented the partial language speci-
fication using the mechanisms briefly described in Section 2.1. In so doing we have
defined Value Exchange, Value Port, and Value Object as classes in ADOxx.
The associations and according cardinalities have been translated into relation-
classes, each having the name of a role at its association end (so we have, e.g.,
the relationclass in-connects).7 Also, for each model element so defined a con-
crete syntax has been assigned using ADOxx’s scripting language, in line with
the concrete syntax from e3value. For example, the relationclasses in-connects
and out-connects are visualized with GRAPHREP PEN w:.05 color:blue EDGE.

Figure 4 shows two example models created with the ADOxx modeling en-
vironment, instantiating the described partial e3value implementation. Here the
modeling environment natively assures conformance of the created models to the
language specification in terms of (1) permissible relationclasses, e.g., a value
port can be related to a value object via the offers-requests relation, cf. the
language specification from Figure 3, and (2) cardinalities, e.g., a value port can
be related to exactly one value object via the offers-requests relation.

(a) Well-formed (b) Not well-formed

Fig. 4: Partial e3value models, created with ADOxx

3.3 Well-formedness check with ADOxx

However, importantly, as stated in Section 2 for ensuring well-formedness in
terms of constraint checking workarounds in ADOxx are required. So when we
want to check the compliance of the example models from Figure 4 to our con-
straint in Listing 3.1, concerning the two possibilities mentioned in Section 2 we
either:

1. (Pre-)define a AQL query, and manually check its result. In this case,
corresponding to the constraint in Listing 3.1 we define a query as follows:

Listing 3.2: Defined AQL Query

((<" E3_Value_Exchange_AC ">->"out -connects ")->" offers_requests ") AND
((<" E3_Value_Exchange_AC ">->"in-connects ")->" offers_requests ")

7 As stated, as far as we know, there is no counterpart to UML roles in the ADOxx
development environment.
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This query returns, for all value exchanges whose in and out port have the same
value object attached to it, the unique id-s, and (when specified) names, of the
value object. This allows one to manually identify well-formed value exchanges;

2. Automate the check. Here, we combine queries formulated in AQL and the
ADOScript scripting functionalities. In this case, an example implementation
can look as follows:

Listing 3.3: Combined AQL query and ADOScript functionality

ON_EVENT "AppInitialized" {
CC "Application" INSERT_MENU_ITEM

component :" modeling" item:" E3constraints"

CC "Application" INSERT_MENU_ITEM
component :" modeling" item:" E3constraints\tConsistentObjects ..."

{
CC "Modeling" GET_ACT_MODEL

CC "AQL" EVAL_AQL_EXPRESSION expr:
"(( <\" E3_Value_Exchange_AC \">->\"out -connects \")->\" offers_requests \") AND
((<\" E3_Value_Exchange_AC \">->\"in -connects \")->\" offers_requests \")"

modelid: (modelid)
SETL c1: (objids)

CC "AQL" EVAL_AQL_EXPRESSION expr:
"(( <\" E3_Value_Exchange_AC \">->\"out -connects \")->\" offers_requests \") OR
((<\" E3_Value_Exchange_AC \">->\"in -connects \")->\" offers_requests \")"

modelid: (modelid)
SETL c2: (objids)

SET c1c2diff: (tokdiff (c1,c2))

IF (c1c2diff != "") {

CC "AdoScript" INFOBOX ("The model is not well -formed. The value
exchanges with value objects " + c1 + "are valid , but the value
exchanges with value objects " + c2 + " are not." )
}
ELSE {

CC "AdoScript" INFOBOX "The model is valid!"
}

}
}

This example implementation inserts additional menu items in the ADOxx
modeling environment (through INSERT MENU ITEM).
After a user triggers the inserted menu item, the open and active model is put
in focus (through GET ACT Model), followed by EVAL AQL EXPRESSION, through
which ADOScript signals that a query follows. Subsequently the same query fol-
lows, which in option 1 is evaluated manually, only now with escape characters
added, to signal that a quote (”) is used as part of the query (and so, it should
not be parsed as being part of ADOScript). Then, after having explicitly stated
that the query is indeed executed only on the active model (through modelid),
the local variable c1 is initialized with ids of the objects that result out of the
query (through objids). The same logic is used to execute a second query, which
for each value exchange returns all value objects offered through attached ports,
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Fig. 5: Chaining ADOxx with Alloy for well-formedness checking

and to initialize the variable c2 with the result. Afterwards in case the differ-
ence between the values of c1 and c2 is not empty (checked through tokdiff

(c1,c2)), it means there exist value exchanges which have value objects that
are not the same. Then, accordingly, a message will be displayed that helps the
modeler identify the value exchanges with different value objects. Otherwise, a
message will be displayed that the model is valid. This is of course one possibility
of an automated check. Other possibilities can also be used, e.g., by using a dif-
ferent event handler one can execute the script every time that a model element
is added, by using different queries, or by using different logical operators.

Nevertheless, what the example’s implementation nicely illustrates, is the
accidental complexity resulting out of the combination of ADOScript and AQL.
For one, this concerns the way in which one has to announce that a query follows
with the command EVAL AQL EXPRESSION, compounded by the fact that escape
characters have to be inserted into the query any time a quote is used. Or, that
to enable various automated checks, one has to initialize variables with very
specific commands (like objids), with a subsequent extensive use of ADOScript
control structures. In any case, the result is that one has to use a considerable
amount of syntax to automate constraint checking in ADOxx. With Alloy, as
a minimal declarative language, this can be expressed in a more concise and
natural manner, as shown next.

3.4 Well-formedness check with Alloy

In this section, we demonstrate how to leverage the power of Alloy to check
the well-formedness constraints on models created in ADOxx. As depicted in
Figure 5, such a check requires chaining ADOxx with Alloy. More specifically,
firstly, a model created in ADOxx and the corresponding meta model developed
in ADOxx are both exported in XML format (model.xml and metamodel.xml).
Secondly, an XML2Alloy parser takes in these two XML files, and outputs an
Alloy model (model.als). In this step, we capitalize on the “instance promotion”
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strategy [11] to control the output Alloy model, so that when executed by the
Alloy Analyzer, one and only one instance can be generated, which is equivalent
to the model created in ADOxx. After generating the instance using Alloy Ana-
lyzer in the third step, fourthly, the well-formedness constraints are expressed in
terms of Alloy logical fomulae, which are then evaluated on the instance (equiv-
alent to the concerned ADOxx model) using the Alloy Evaluator functionality.
All the links of this tool chain are already in place, provided either by ADOxx
(for step 1), or by Alloy (for step 3 and step 4), except for step 2. As a proof of
concept, we implement a prototype XML2Alloy parser in Python so as to make
the chain complete.

Well-formedness 
constraint expressed 
as Alloy formula

model created in ADOxx Instance generated by Alloy Equivalent

Checking result
true means well-formed

(a) Model in Fig. 4a is well-formed.

Well-formedness 
constraint expressed 
as Alloy formula

model created in ADOxx Instance generated by Alloy Equivalent

Checking result
false means not well-formed

(b) Model in Fig. 4b is not well-formed

Fig. 6: Well-formedness of partial e3value models from Figure 4, checked with
Alloy
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Figure 6 shows the final results of applying the tool chain to check the well-
formedness constraint presented in Listing 3.1, on the two partial e3value models
presented in Figure 4, respectively. For example, consider the model in Figure 4a.
On the right hand side of Figure 6a, we see the instance equivalent to this model
(visualized in a graphical representation of Alloy). Note that following the tool
chain, this instance is generated by the Alloy Analyzer from the Alloy model
that is produced by the XML2Alloy parser from the XML export of the model
from ADOxx. More specifically, the Alloy model produced by the XML2Alloy
parser from the model in Figure 4a is as follows:

Listing 3.4: Alloy model produced by the XML2Alloy parser

abstract sig E3_Value_Port {
offers_requests: one Value_Object ,

}{}

abstract sig Value_Object {
}{}

abstract sig E3_Value_Exchange_AC {
in_connects: one E3_Value_Port ,
out_connects: one E3_Value_Port ,

}{}

one sig E3_Value_Port_105609 extends E3_Value_Port {}{
offers_requests = Metering

}

one sig E3_Value_Port_105612 extends E3_Value_Port {}{
offers_requests = Metering

}

one sig E3_Value_Exchange_AC_105624 extends E3_Value_Exchange_AC {}{
out_connects = E3_Value_Port_105609
in_connects = E3_Value_Port_105612

}

one sig Metering extends Value_Object {}{}

pred show{}
run show

On the left hand side of Figure 6a, the well-formedness constraint is expressed
as an Alloy formula, namely

Listing 3.5: Alloy formula expressing the well-formedness constraint

all ex: E3_Value_Exchange_AC |
ex.out_connects.offers_requests = ex.in_connects.offers_requests

The evaluation result is shown underneath it, where “true” means the instance
satisfies the formula (namely the equivalent model is well-formed). In a similar
manner, the well-formedness checking of the model in Fig. 4b is given in Fig-
ure 6b, and the result is “false”. This means that the model is not well-formed.

4 Related Work

To extend ADOxx with validation capabilities, a few efforts exist. For instance,
ADOxx has been used together with GraphDB [21] to capitalize on the graph-
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based inference of the latter. The closest to our effort comes the work from the
SemCheck project [18], which among others proposes a coupling of ADOxx with
ConceptBase [17, 19] so as to enable constraint checking of, especially, multi-
perspective enterprise models. The proposed integration architectures of both
our work and SemCheck are similar. Both connect ADOxx with an external
platform, i.e., Alloy or ConceptBase, via an intermediate, i.e., a XML2Alloy
parser or ADOxx/Telos Adapter. This allows for translation of ADOxx (meta)
models to the target platform, i.e., in terms of the Alloy syntax or the Concept-
Base syntax.

The difference between the two approaches exhibits itself in the connected
platforms. It is difficult to draw a judgement between the two as both have their
strengths and weaknesses. For example, ConceptBase focuses more on internal
model validation [18], i.e., to check if a (meta) model conforms to a (meta) meta
model. It addresses less so external model validation, i.e., the check of dynamic
semantics of (meta) models. In contrast, a mainstream use case scenario of Alloy
is to validate the dynamic semantics of meta models by automatically generating
instances of partial specifications. This allows for detecting abnormal instances
and subsequently completing/correcting meta model definitions, e.g., cf. [12].
Moreover, Alloy supports model execution simulation and checking properties
of such execution traces [22]. Differently, ConceptBase has been extended with
axioms to support multi-level modeling [20].

In addition, different non-functional properties of the connected platforms
may also be a factor in the acceptance of the two approaches. In this aspect,
being intuitive to use, easy to learn, efficient to reason, popular in education,
etc., are among the concerns one may want to consider. As a concrete example,
although both ConceptBase and Alloy are based on relational logic, in contrast
to Alloy where transitive closure is provided as the first class citizen, transitivity
is not provided natively by ConceptBase. Rather, it requires the user to define
it in terms of deductive rules.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose to complement the meta modeling environment ADOxx
with Alloy, so as to enable a well-formedness check of enterprise models created
with ADOxx. As a proof-of-concept, we showed how e3value models created with
a partial ADOxx implementation could be translated into an Alloy model, for
subsequent well-formedness checks with the Alloy Analyzer.

For future work, as per the introduction, we intend to also capitalize upon the
capability of Alloy to check the validation of meta models. Also for future work
a more comprehensive comparison to the proposed integration with the Sem-
Check Conceptbase would be warranted, since the ideas standing behind that
effort appear close to ours. Here, it would be particularly interesting to com-
pare the meta model consistency checking capabilities of both environments.
Especially, Conceptbase appears to check meta models against meta meta mod-
els [18, p. 41], whereas (as stated) Alloy pursues the discovery of inconsistencies
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by generating instances, whereby observed abnormalities allow one to adjust the
language specification of the enterprise modeling language at hand. Note here
that one approach is not necessarily “better” than the other, it more depends
on the support for use scenarios one is after. Finally, we intend to explore easing
the integration between ADOxx and Alloy. Ideally speaking, we aim at realiz-
ing an on-the-fly well-formed check, supported by either developing an ADOxx
plug-in (in the spirit of [21]), or by capitalizing on the promising capabilities of
the Olive microservices framework, developed by OMiLAB to support modular
meta modeling platform development and dissemination [5, pp. 683-684].
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